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in particular, there are two new features that allow you to do something that cannot be done otherwise: in reloader activator v20 rc 4, you can activate a
backup on the fly, without having to wait for the backup to complete first. this is activated by pressing the backup button on the toolbar or selecting the
backup option in the menu. if your computer is connected to a wireless network, you can now choose if you want the reloader activator to automatically
detect the wireless network, or if you want to manually enter the network name. in addition to the new features, reloader activator v20 rc 4 has received a
number of bug fixes and improvements. in particular: if you have a reloader activator v20 and you have not yet installed reloader activator v20 rc 4, you
can do so now. the installer now supports 64-bit windows. the program is faster and the startup time has been improved. in the case of a file not being
found, the program now waits until you click on the ok button to stop the installation process. the program now contains a windows firewall and virus
scanner. the reloader activator can now be installed on a computer that is not part of a domain. the installation process is now more efficient. as usual,
reloader activator v20 rc 4 can be downloaded from the reloader activator website. if you do not have reloader activator v20 rc 4 yet, you can download the
latest version of reloader activator. when you run reloader activator v20 rc 4 for the first time, you will have to complete the activation process. this
requires a few minutes, depending on how much data you have backed up. for detailed information, you can visit the activation guide.
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